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Abstract
It has become imperative to find a solution to the dissatisfaction in response by mobile
service providers when interacting with their customer care centres. Problems faced with
Human to Human Interaction (H2H) between customer care centres and their customers
include delayed response time, inconsistent solutions to questions or enquires and lack of
dedicated access channels for interaction with customer care centres in some cases.
This paper presents a framework and development techniques for a multi-channel
application providing Human to System (H2S) interaction for customer care centre of a
mobile telecommunication provider. The proposed solution is called Interactive Customer
Service Agent (ICSA). Based on single-authoring, it will provide three media of interaction
with the customer care centre of a mobile telecommunication operator: voice, phone and
web browsing. A mathematical search technique called Best-First Search to generate
accurate results in a search environment.
Keywords: Artificial intelligence, Computer Languages, Internet, Multi-access
communication
1.0 INTRODUCTION
With the present state of development in telecommunication in terms of bandwidth and
speed, people now demand for various internet services via their mobile devices. Besides,
they long for a more convenient way of using the web through voice interaction.
Owing to this global state of technological advancement, industries have ceaselessly
continued to satisfy their customers through astounding applications. Typically, banks and
mobile operators now provide different means of rendering services from human to human
interaction (H2H) to human to system (H2S) interaction.
This paper has been segmented into five sections. Section 2 gives brief and concise
information on WEB, Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) and VOICE architectures with
an integrated diagram of the architectures. In addition, it presents information on
multimodal and multi-channel applications, single authoring and multiple authoring, and
the Best-first search technique. Section 3 examines design issues and practices. It describes
how xml transformation is done and the N-tier models. In section 4, the framework is
emphasized by indicating the features of each layer of the used N-tier model. Section 5
explains how the proposed framework will operate with the aid of a Use Case diagram and
our conclusion is given in section 6.
2.0 BACKGROUND THEORY
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2.1 WEB Architecture
The World Wide Web operates on Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). This is a
client/server architecture whereby the server resides at one end and serves web pages to
client at another end. A browser resides on the client and is used to interpret Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) codes passed by the server. Web pages or files are classified
into static and dynamic. The static pages are fully interpreted at the client end while
dynamic pages are executed at the server end and results passed to client. Such processing
is carried out by an application server. While a web server acts as a container or storage for
the web documents or files with extensions like .html, .asp, and .jpg, database server stores
data like images in binary format, figures, and texts.
2.2 WAP Architecture
Internet access over mobile devices requires a packet switching network which is
obtainable today with the emergence of technologies like General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS), Enhanced Data for GSM Environment (EDGE) and many more. Where this
network is in place, a WAP gateway is required to interface with the existing internet. The
WAP gateway is also connected to a Base Transceiver Station (BTS) that provides wireless
connection to the mobile devices referred to as clients. The lightweight protocol in use is
caled WAP [1]. While a browser such as Internet Explorer (IE) ™ or Netscape Navigator 
is required to interpret HTML codes passed to a Personal Computer (PC), microbrowser
like Openwave or Nokia is required to interpret Wireless Markup Language (WML) codes
passed to mobile phones.
2.3 VOICE Architecture
In voice architecture an application resides on a web server. Voice recognition is
performed by an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) server and text to audio conversion
is performed by Text-To-Speech (TTS) server. The VoiceXML interpreter executes the
application according to the VoiceXML specification [2, 3, 16]. There are two common
ways of implementing voice interaction namely directed dialogue and mixed initiative or
Interactive Voice Response (IVR). The prevalent of the two is directed dialogue in which a
user is replied by a system or application that gives a set of instructions in voice format.
The application interacts with users based on Dual Tone Multiple Frequency (DTMF)
pulses generated on pressing the phone key(s). In this case, speech synthesis and voice
recognition are not involved unlike IVR which requires that the application captures the
voice of the user and intelligently interacts based on keywords or words that match
available grammars. Grammars are set of words which are matched with the spoken words
supplied by the user. Where one or more words match, the application executes a set of
predetermined instructions based on its algorithm. IVR applications are based on
programming languages like Voice Extensible Mark-up Language (VXML), and Speech
Application Language Tags (SALT).
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Figure 1 A WEB, WAP and VOICE integrated architecture
Fig.1 shows an integrated architecture that encompasses the WEB, WAP and VOICE
networks. While PCs directly interpret HTTP request/response, mobile devices rely on the
light-weight protocol known as WAP to present the information in compiled or binary
format [1]. This is carried out through a gateway called WAP Gateway. For voice based
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interaction, the voice gateway may be made up of the telephony server, ASR server, TTS
sever, and the VoiceXML Interpreter.
2.4 Multimodal Application vs. Multi-channel Application
Multi-channel access is the ability to access enterprise data and applications through
multiple channels while multimodal access is the ability to combine multiple channels in
the same interaction or session [3, 4]. X+V (XML+VXML) and SALT (Speech Application
Language Tags) are the common tools for developing multimodal applications. While X+V
focuses on combining web and telephony applications, SALT aims at enriching web
applications with speech/telephony capabilities and turning them to multimodal. Also,
SALT applications offer tightly-coupled multimodal browsing capability while X+V
applications offer loosely coupled multimodal browsing in a more complete and structured
manner.
Multimodal web applications are associated with many research challenges, mostly
relating to multimodal interaction. One general usability requirement is to provide a highly
improved experience to the end-user through robust, user-friendly applications [5, 6]. To
this end, architectures capable of synchronizing and supporting voice and data
simultaneously and seamlessly are required unlike Multi-channel where supporting data
and voice are based on user’s preference. 
Network and computational requirements need to be taken into account in Multi-channel
and Multimodal applications. An issue affecting the client devices is the presentation of
different content formats enabling the various modalities, for both fixed and mobile
devices. There are also issues relating to authoring and reusability of server-side
components, application design, as well as the need for dealing with access and
transformation of content at the system’s back-end [5].
2.5 Multiple Authoring and Single Authoring
Multiple authoring provides simplicity because it relies on multiple representations of the
target data for the supported modalities. Multiple-authoring means that each modality has
its own presentation tier. From an application developer’s point of view, in a multiple-
authoring approach each modality is served from a separate server or web directory [5].
A single-authoring approach reuses common blocks of the different presentation tiers,
toward a common presentation tier for all modalities. This is based on generating and
handling multimodal content through appropriate processing of user requests, content
acquisition and content transformation according to the various modalities.
Key benefits of multiple-authoring are that it facilitates content acquisition, minimizes
content transformations and ease of extending existing content (e.g. HTML) to multimodal
content. Scalability problems arise mainly because of redundant authoring which is
alleviated by single-authoring. Single-authoring approach keeps content management tasks
simpler and naturally tailors the application to multi-architecture [5].
2.6 The Search Technique
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the study of how to make computers do things which, at the
moment, people can do better [7]. Common AI techniques include question answering,
generate and test, breadth-first search, deep-first search, best-first search and many more.
We now consider the Best-First Search technique in detail.
2.6.1 Best-First Search
Best-first search is a way of combining the advantages of both depth-first and breadth-
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first search into a single method. Depth-first search is good because it allows a solution to
be found without the need for expanding all competing branches, while Breadth-first search
is good because it does not get trapped on dead-end paths [7].
2.6.2 Capabilities of Best-First Search Technique
By combining the merits of Depth-First Search and Breadth-First Search techniques, it
has less memory usage (an advantage of Deep-First Search). Elaborately, it examines a
node (domain of likely answers) only when an answer has not been found as shown in fig.
2. Because of this, the time taken to perform a search will be reduced. Agreeably, the
processing speed of a query will be high. In addition, it will provide a solution if it exists.
That is, it would not get trapped or terminated abruptly (an advantage of Breadth-First
Search).
To implement this search technique, it will be required that existing answers are grouped
into domains. Also, the system must intelligently narrow question asked to very few
domains of possible answers.
2.6.3 Best-First Search Tree
1. Start with OPEN containing just the initial state.
2. Until a goal is found or there are no nodes left on OPEN do:
a. Pick the best node on OPEN
b. Generate its successors
c. For each successor do:
i. If it has not been generated before, evaluate it, add it
to OPEN, and record its parent.
ii. If it has been generated before, change the parent if
this new path is better than the previous one. In that case,
update the cost of getting to this node and to any successors
that this node may already have.
Figure 2 (Source: [7]) A Best-First Search Tree
3.0 DESIGN ISSUES AND PRACTICES
With a goal of developing a multi-channel application using single-authoring approach,
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basic design issues relating to n-tier application are considered. These design issues and
practices include the XML/XSL Transformation and different layers in N-tier models.
Their attendant benefits include ease of content management, and scalability to mention a
few.
3.1 XML/XSL Transformation
Extensible Mark-up Language (XML) is a meta-markup language. It is a set of rules for
creating semantic tags used to describe data. While HTML is used to specify the layout of a
web page, XML is used to describe data [8, 9]. Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) is an
xml-based language that can be used to manipulate, sort, and filter XML data. XSL
language has been further split into three parts:
 Transformation (XSLT)
 Rendition (XSLF)
 XPATH
Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) treats the document to be
transformed as a set of nodes. An XSLT Stylesheet defines a set of rules or templates.
When a template matches one of the nodes in the source document, it results in storing the
output structure given by the template in a new document. XSLT uses the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) XPATH specification language to query XML data. World Wide
Web was created in October 1994 to develop common protocols that promote the evolution
of the web and ensure its interoperability [10]. XPATH is strongly analogous to SQL and
lets one specify complex rules to match nodes in a document [11]. A multi-channel
application presents its content to the end users based on their connecting devices [5, 12].
XSL is an ideal tool for separating content and presentation. It can be used to overcome the
inherent difficulties associated with the presentation of data to devices with limited
capabilities as shown in fig. 3.
Figure 3 XML/XSL Transformation to HTML, WML and VXML
3.2 N-tier models
N-tier refers to the number of layers, into which a whole package or application can be
classified. Better still, it can be referred to as Client-Server model where N>=2 [13]. Web
application would perform better if developed with a five-tier model in mine rather than
three-tier model. Five-tier model is an expansion on three-tier model as shown in fig. 4
Key benefits of N-tier applications include scalability to cope with future traffic and
performance demand; and design of well structured, flexible, and vendor-neutral
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applications that are very easy to maintain [13].
Figure 4 (Source: [13]) Three-tier and Five-tier models
4.0 THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTING ICSA
A framework for a multi-channel application called ICSA is introduced here. It employs
a five-tier model as shown in fig. 5.
4.1 Data-Layer
It represents the database and web servers. Database server contains keywords to be
looked for when question(s) are asked, appropriate or similar questions and possible
answers to be presented.
4.2 Data Access Layer
This contains a server-side include file or script that connects to the database. It
establishes a connection to the database and provides a connection identifier for query
purposes. An Application Program Interface (API) that converts the entire database into
xml files can also operate at this layer.
4.3 Application Layer
It is responsible for the arithmetic and logical operations that are performed with the
application. It includes searching for keywords and storing new set of questions when
answers can not be provided. An efficient search technique called Best-First Search is used
to query the database.
Where XML files represent the database, XPATH (similar to SQL) can be used to locate
answers within the XML files. Also, a third party API can be used to perform the search in
XML files. A server-side script generates an xml file on-the-fly where the query results are
stored.
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4.4 Presentation Layer
This layer contains extensible Stylesheet files that can format the on-the-fly
document into WML, HTML, and VXML files depending on the device or browser used to
access the application. The appropriate format is determined by examining the HTTP
request made by the browser. Alternatively, a third party program like HAWXY can act as
a proxy which examines the user’s connecting device or browser and presents appropriate 
message to it.
4.5 User Interface Layer
It features different browsers or connecting devices. Where telephone or mobile phone is
used, the application converts its message to voice with the aid of TTS server. In case of
phone browsing, the browser feeds on WML files while in web browsing, the PC feeds on
HTML files additionally formatted by Cascading StyleSheet (CSS).
The flow process is also shown in fig. 5. When a user connects to the application either
by dialing a number or typing in a web address, the index file on the webserver is passed.
As an xml file, information in the header request determines what XSL file should be used
to present the response as HTML form, WML form or voice dialogue. On submission, a
script queries the database and generates an on-the-fly xml document. The xml document is
styled by XSL, and if need be by CSS also before presenting the response to user.
Figure 5 The proposed ICSA framework
This framework will require few XML files; separate XSL files for WEB, WAP, and
VOICE presentations; and server-side scripting or application files to implement. It will
provide a robust web application with ease of content management. In addition, it becomes
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easy to manipulate the xml files with the use of XSL. The framework gives room for
scalability in order to add new features or extend it functionalities.
5.0 DISCUSSION
The use case diagram shown in fig. 6 pinpoints five steps involved in answering queries
by the ICSA. A customer types in a question or a short sentence indicating his problem. On
submission, the agent filters out the keywords, queries the database, and presents similar
questions for the customer to pick the most similar to his. This first level of interaction
helps in isolating the problem by searching for keyword(s) over a wide area (that is
matching keywords in the entire database). This is referred to as horizontal domain sorting
[14]. A confirmatory message is expected from the customer either by clicking a link (that
is, the most similar question) or a voice response [15]. Thereafter, a thorough search called
vertical domain sorting is carried out. This is an extensive knowledge on a narrow subject
having isolated the problem from others. The most appropriate answer is presented. Should
no answer exist, the question is stored for human response and a call is forwarded to a man
or a message popup on a system at the customer service centre [2].
Figure 6 Use Case Diagram of the application
6.0 CONCLUSION
The proposed framework will produce a five-tier web application which is vendor-
neutral, platform independent, scalable enough for future expansion, and robust. More so, it
is a single-authoring programming paradigm using XML and can be implemented by
coding in any server-side web language that supports XSLT. It can operate as a DTMF-
based application over an analogue telephone network or IVR-based application over an
IP-based or digital telephone network needless to say it provides three dedicated channels
for customer interaction: phone, web and voice browsing.
Inherently, the application becomes reusable in future technologies or generations of
fixed and mobile telecommunication. It will improve Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) in telecommunication industry and any other firm that require 24/7/365 support for
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their invaluable services. It is germane to conclude that this proposition can boost
productivity and sales for any business to consumer (B2C) model industries that implement
this framework.
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